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MONDAY, APRIL 13, 1953

Committe~ Selects I
YMCA Nominees;
Profs Speak Wed.

APRIL 17-18

Price, Ten Cents

Dr. C. L. Chandler'Candidates Revealed for

I

IWSGA W AA YWCA

Heard as Speaker

At IRe Banquet

I

The Nominating committee of
the YM-YWCA met last week and
made the following nominations
for the YMCA officers: president,
Paul Shillingford '54 and Robert
Hartman '54; vice-president, Joseph Bintner '54 and Charles Haverstick '54; treasurer, Bill Zimakas '55
and Ben Settles '56. Anyone desiring to place additional candidates
who have the propel' qualifications
may present a candidate's name on
a petition supported by 25 signatures. All petitions are welcome
and should be given to the YMYWCA Nominating committee 01' to
Ken Weisel or Joan Kacik before
April 17.
Last Sunday at vespers Elwood
Williams '53 was the speaker and
Joan Kutzer '56 was the ' leader.
On April
22 an association
doggie roast will be held at the
home of Dr. and Mrs. Donald Baker. All old members and prospective
members should also keep in mind
the dates of the spring retreat at
Mensch Mill, May 1, 2 and 3. The
Y cabinet will meet tonight at 9 :30
in Maples reception room.
Professors' Panel
The YM-YWCA will sponsor the
Professors' panel this Wednesday,
April 15, at 7:00 p.m. in Bomberger chapel. With Dr. Roger P. Staiger
as moderator, the professors composing the panel will be Dr. Allan
L. Rice, Dr. Alfred M. WilcOX, and
Mr. James C. Hirst who will speak
on the subjects, "Will Christianity
Affect the Champions of World
Peace?" "Will Christianity Affect
the Aims of Higher Education?" and
"Will Christianity Affect the Psychologist in dealing with people?"
There will be an opportunity for
questions after the discussion.

DON'T MISS
JR. SHOW

CHARLES LEE

Weekly Staff
Hears C. Lee
A banquet was held for the old
and new members of the Weekly
staff on Wednesday, April 8, at
7 p.m., in the upper dining room.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lee were
guests of the Weekly. The speaker,
Mr. Lee, is a lecturer on journalism and creative writing at the
University of Pennsylvania n.ight
school. He has worked on papers
in Philadelphia and Boston and
at the present time writes book reviews for the New York Times and
Saturday Review of Literature.
Mr. Lee gave a very interesting
and amusing talk on some of the
authors he has known, such as William Lyon Phelps, Ilka Chase, and
Alexander Woolcott. He illustrated
his talk with many delightful anecdotes and stories of his experiences
and acquaintance with them.
After dinner, master of ceremonies, Bill Lukens '53, presented
the retiring editor, Sally Canan
'53, with a g'ift from the Weekly
staff. The incoming editor, Mary
Jane Allen '54, then introduced the
department heads of the 1953-54
staff. They are: Managing editor,
Bob Armstrong '54; assistant managing editor, Fred Menzel '54; news
editor, Peggy Kelly '54; feature editor, Maxine Walker '54; sports editor, Pat Garrow '54; alumni-society
editor, Jean Austin '54; copy editor,
Elsie Belz '55; assistant news editor, Dave Garlich '55; assistant
feature editor, Cheryl Mirgain '55;
assistant sports editor, Dick Bowman '55; proofreader, Hazel Okino
'56; exchange editor, Carolyn Ertel
'54; and assistant copy editor,
Mary Lou Killheffer '55.

'

Dr. Charles Lyon Chandler returned to Ursinus on March 16 as
guest of honor at the International
Relations club banquet, held in the
college dining hall. Following the
dinner, Dr. Chandler presented a
speech on world conditions for
members and friends of the IRC.
The talk included a careful study
of those serious problems attempting to undermine world peace, the
first of these pl'oblems being the
changed inter-national position of
Western Europe; the second, the
racial prej udice expressed so violently in the color line; the third,
world dictatorship; fourth, the
changed position of Russia since
Stalin's death; and fifth being the
extensive progress made by the
United States in the past fifty
years. Under this last heading,
Dr. Chandler emphasized the
change of the United States from
a debtor to a creditor nation, and
finally to one which has contributed much financial aid, time and
energy in an attempt to rehabilitate the world. Dr. Chandler left
his audience on an optimistic
plane by citing the various efforts
made at the present time by many
organizations seeking world peace.
He further extended this optimistic
view by giving a favorable opinion
of the Eisenhower administration.
He had nothing but praise for the
present Secretary of State and he
said that the State Department has
never been stronger.

Fotine to Play

For Jr. Dance

I

NO:inations for offices in the
WSGA, WAA and YWCA have been
submitted by the Central NominStudents who wish to have
student employment positions ating committee. Additional nomduring the next school year inations for any office may be
should apply for them now by made by petition. Each girl may
letter. Please address your let- sign one petition for each office,
ters to the person who supervises the work in which you are and any woman student may circulate a petition after checking
interested.
with a member of the Central
Nominating committee for eligibility of her candidate. Petitions for
an officer in the WSGA require
fifty signatures; for the WAA and
YWCA, 25 signatures.
Nominations for the WSGA are
Dr. Nasrollah Fatemi, Iranian as follows: president, Jen Price '54
delegate to the UN and the author and Alberta Barnhardt '54; viceof The Diplomatic History of Persia president, Margery Moore '55 and
from 1917-23, was the speaker at Joan Fisher '55; secretary, Nancy
the last forum of the school year Lewis '56, Sue Holmes '56 and Jean
on Wednesday, April 8, in Bomberg- Hain '56; treasUl'er, Liz Weaver '55
er chapel. Dr. Fatemi received his and Joanne Newkirk '55.
education at Columbia university
WAA nominees are as follows:
and is now, besides his UN duties, president, Marge Merrifield '54,
lecturing at ,~rir:c~ton uniyersit.y·1 Bev Syvertsen '54 and Pat Garrow
He spoke on PolltlCal TenSIOns m '54; vice-president, Bobbie Harris
Iran."
'55 and Gwen Hockenbury '55;
Dr. Fatemi stressed the pOint that secretary-treasurer, Phyllis Stadthe world is now so small that ler '56, Robin Blood '56 and Virtrouble in the Middle East directly ginia Stecker '56.
affects the U.S. Also he pointed
Nominees for the YWCA are as
out that no nation can play any follows: president, Janet Haines
role in world politics without the '54 and Ann Hausman '54; viceU.S. or Russia, these two countries president, Kathy Wagner '54 and
representing opposite sides in this Mary Gillespie '55; secretary, Mary
divided world of today. Dr. Fatemi Faust '55 and Midge Kramer '56.
humorously said that his country
Petitions for additional nomina"is situated between the devil tions must be handed in to Miss
(Russia) and the deep blue sea C. B. Stahr's office or to Jean Oster(England)."
mayer by 5:00 p.m. on Thursday.
Dr. Fatemi said that the U.S. Elections will be held on April 21.
has been very helpful to Iran, both
The sugge.ste~ revisions to the
in technical and monetary aid. He WSGA constitutiOn w~re passed. by
said, "The Moslem world has great the women stUdents m the votmg
admiration for the U.S." As far as last week. Votes were tabulated at
Russia is concerned, the speaker the Senate meeting last Wednessaid that the free world should day, and the money collected for
have no fear that Iran would join the May Queen's dress was also
ranks with the communist power. turned in 'by each .Se~ator.
He reviewed the history of the
,!-,he present orgamzatlon gf w0l!lperiod following World War II and en s student government was .dlS(Continued on page 6)
cussed as a result of suggestIOns
offered by the' girls of Hobson hall.
The Senators voted to continue
Model UN Held at Cornell;
the discussion at another meeting
Dr. Miller Advises Committee this Wednesday.
The Model United Nations of
colleges in the mid-Atlantic states
held its annual General Assembly
at Cornell university on April 1-3.
The Cornell International Relations
club, acting as the secretariat, was
Thirty-five students are eligible
host to 300 delegates from 60 colleges. Each of the colleges repre- for membership in Pi Gamma Mu,
sented one member nation of the the National Social Science Honor
UN expressing the views of their society. These students have met
the scholastic requirement for
particular country in the General
Assembly and committee meetings. membership, which is an 85 averThe questions debated by the age in 20 or more semester hours
Assembly were: the rights of wom- of social studies.
Many of these students have alen, the South African treatment of
people of Indian origin, the na- ready been contacted and have decided to join the society. However,
tionalization of natural resources some
have not yet been notified.
and human rights.
any of the following have not
The Ad Hoc committee, which If
been contacted and are interested
~repared the ~uman rights ques- in joining, they should see either
bons,. was adVIsed by :'Jr. ,Eug~ne Mr. J. Herbsleb or Dick Richter:
H. Miller. Under Dr. MIller s gUldMary Jane Allen, George Bock,
ance the group wrote a covenant Paul Chalson, Elizabeth Coneson the rights of women, a conven- trina, Robert Emrich, Lionel Franktion on political rights and a con- el, Marjorie Fretz, Robert Guth,
vention on economic and social Joseph Hahn, Charles Haverstick,
rights, for transmission to the Gen- Sam Hock, Blair Holley, Frances
eral Ass~mbly.
.
Jahn, Harold Jenkins, Samuel
Dr. MIller, who has given con- Keen, Daniel Kratz, Ethel Lutz,
sultation to the Model UN for the Russell McConnell, John Meeker,
past eighteen yea~'s, said th3:t the Marjorie Merrifield, Harry Oberstudents take theIr work serIously holtzer, Elyse Pade, Fred Reiss,
g_e_6_}_ __
(Continued on_p_a_
Harold Schoup, Harold Sma,le, Harold Smith, Mary Sprenkle, Ralph
Sternberg,
Kathleen
Wagner,
Maxine Walker, Reid Watson, John
Weaver, Robert Williams and Helen
Yost.
STUDENT EMPLOYMENT

Iranian Diplomat
Speaks to Forum

Prelude, the Junior prom, will be
given April 24 at Sunny brook from
9 :00 p.m. till 1 :00 a.m. Larry Fotine,
a former arranger fOl' the Sammy
Kaye orchestra, will play during
the evening. Other events scheduled are the Cub and Key awards and
Nancy Snyder's pageant,' The
the coronation of the Queen of
Emerald Crown, was chosen as the
May Day pageant for 1953. Miss
the prom.
Jen Price '54, as chairman of the
Snyder is a day student and a
dance committee along with other
member of the sophomore class.
Miss Snyder received the idea for
groups, reports that plans for the
her pageant from the United Nadance are nearing completion. Th~
tions, which has been considering
various committees and
their
revising the calendar system and
chairmen are as follows: tickets,
eliminating leap year. To do this
Pat Ganow; chaperones, Rose
Reiniger; business, Bob Armstrong;
they decided they would have to
decorations, Barbara Powell and
add five days to one of the months.
In the pageant, thirteen DigniPat Frey; entertainment, Ed Sella
taries are chosen to pick the lucky
and Bob Hartman; programs, Mike
month on which to add the extra
Van de Putte; and publicity, Maxine
Walker and Alberta. Barnhardt.
days. Of course twelve of the comth'
mittee each pick a separate month,
The spring production of the All juniors are urged to offer eIT
and it is up to the thirteenth Curtain club, Two Blind Mice, a services to any of these commitmember to decide the month to be comedy by Samuel Spewack, to be tees.
honored. In an effort to sway his presented May Day week-end, May
decision, each Dignitary presents 7, 8 and 9, is quickly progressing "High Class Stuff" to be Given
the representatives of his month under the direction of Dr. Donald
J . CI
A·I 17 18
who do a dance to show the best L. Helfferich and the student dl- By umor ass, prl:
feature of the month. Finally the rection of Nancy Bergmann '55.
I High Class stun a musical comthirteenth Dignitary reaches a
This
play
is
the
story
of
two
edy, will be pl"ese~ted by the Jundecision. He picks Mayas the lucky
women who become in- ior class on April 17-18 in the T:G
month and the crowning of the elderly
volved in a Washington senatorial gym, at 8:15 p.m. Prices of admlSqueen signifies his choice.
investigation. Joan Kacik '54, as sion are $0.50 general and $1.00
Miss Crystal Hower, Eleanor Unger reserved seating.
URSINUS ENTERTAINS 01-Y
'53, as Mrs. Letitia Turnbull, HowThis original play was written by
Last Saturday the Ursinus YM- ard Roberts '53, as Tommy Thurs- Ed Abramson and Ed Sella, with
ton and Irene Schweitzer '53, as the music of Gordon Tait and lyrics
YWCA under the direction of Rev. Karen
Norwood have the leading by Bob McCarty. •
Alfred Creager and Presidents Joan
In the leading roles are Herb
Kacik '54 and Ken Weisel '53, were roles in this amusing story of WashKnull as Johnnie the honky-tonk
hosts to the Hi-Y and the Tri-Hi-Y ington bureaucracy.
Mizz Test '54, stage manager, and pianist of the H~unds Tooth Inn,
of the South Eastern district of
Milo Zimmerman '54, '1wsiness and Ed Abramson as Chat'lie, the
Pennsylvania.
manager, together with their
(Continued on page 6)
The rally which was attended by committees are already at. work on
more than 100 high school students staging, programs, publicity and
presented a varied program from other features of the production.
2:00 p.m. until 10:30 p.m. After a
The week-end of the spring proworship service, Dr. W. Hamilton duction may seem to be quite far
Aulenbach, Rector of Christ Church in the future. Nevertheless, since
and St. Michael's, Germantown, May Day week-end is lone of the
W AA CARD PARTY TONIGHT
gave a. talk on the theme of the most important social events of
day Boy and Girl Relationships. the college year, students are reThe
WAA will hold its second
DlBcusslon groups on the same commended to make reservations
card party this year in the Womtopic were led by some members of for the play well in advance, been's Day study at 7:30 tonight. Two
the college Y cabinet. A panel dis- cause on Saturday night all seats
delicious cakes are being given
cussion followed the small group will be reserved. Students will be
away. as door prizes and numerous
dlBcu.sslons. Under the direction of admitted free on Thursday and
valuable articles have been donatKathy Wagner '54, Sally M1lls '55 Friday nights while all tickets will
ed by Collegeville merchants as
and Bob Bartma.n '54 tours were be one dollar on Saturday night.
table prizes.
(Contlnued on paee 6)
:Many of you w1ll have your I;>arThe following are committee
ents at Ursinus for the pageant on
chairmen for the card party: tickCANTERBURY CLUB
Saturday afternoon. Why not make
ets, Bobbie Harris; publicity, MarCanterbury club memb~rs wlll arrangements in advance for their
jorie Abrahamson;
equipment,
tonight In the east room of staying to see Two Blind Mice?
Audrey Rittenhouse and Adele
at '7:00 o'clock. Presl- Reservations may be made with
Boyd; lamps, Ginny Stecker; door
~=::~l~'6~:& urges all Mrs. Steel, Dr. M~Clure's secretary,
prizes, Pat Garrow; prizes, Joan
,,;
members -at- OOllegevWe 3311, and do rememA REHEARSAL SCENE FROM HIGH CLASS STUFF-I. to r., Helen Jones and Bunny Hockenbury; and
ber to do this early.
Lightfoot, Milo Zimmerman, Jim Bowers, Chloe Oliver.
refreshments, Marjorie Merrlfteld.

May Day Pageant
Has Monthly Theme

Curtain Club Prepares
For Spring Production

35 Students Eligible
To Join Pi Gamma Mu

I

I

I

.
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EDITORIALS

PROCEEDURE IS IMPORTANT
We have n oticed, in our few years at Ursinus, t h at t h ere is constan tly some sort of agitation or complaint a mong the studen ts. Th er e
is a gr eat fur or for a few weeks, and then, interest lags or another
crusade absorbs t he students' interest and the original matter is
dropped until some incident brings it to the fore a gain. The subj ect
h as been t h e topic of numerous bull sessions, and the greater par t of
t h e student body have aired their gripes and proposed their solut ions.
And t o what effect? None !
The main r eason for t his lack of effectiveness is that t h e students
do not carry t h eir protests to the responsible person or organization
which would be able t o h elp them . For example, when a regulation by
th e student government is objected to, a protest to, the dean cannot
be considered a sen sible first step in a reform complaint. Consider first,
who has made t h e regulation, and lodge the initial complaint t h ere . .
Too many student complaints become lost causes because the men
and women do not know against whom they are obj ect ing. Often, too,
t h ere is a good r eason for imposing a seemingly offensive regulation.
But investigation of these reasons is seldom a part of t he campaign.
We believe that many improvements and innovations could be made
if t h e students r ealized what little good is attained by unorganized
protests and what could be accomplished if the proper proceedure
were follow ed.

Fry's Play
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Well 'Done

By Curtain Club Group
by Mildred Mistovich '55
Congratulations to directors Jean
Austin and Jim Scott, the cast and
committee members of A Phoenix
. t h
F
Too Frequent by ChrIS op er ry.
This product ion was one of the
most ambitious ever staged by one
of the Curtain club groups, and it
was immensely successful. The
scenery, lighting and costuming
wel'e all exceptional. I believe this
is the first group production that I
h ave seen that has gone all out in
creating such a well-rounded effe ct.
Fry's work is a di.:fficult one even
for professionals; such fine results
from an amatenr group is quite unusual. The dialogue is racy, and
t he actors showed very good timing, on t he whole, in allowing the
audience to quiet down before continuing their lines. All spoke clearly and loudly enough, although a
bit too fast at times; this is understandable, considering the length
of many of the speeches. Mary
Gillespie made a beautiful Dynamene; with her well-modulated
voice and good enunciation, she
should go far in Ursinus theatrics.
Dan Giangulio, a handsome Tegeus,
handled his role well, eliciting good
audience response with his "by
Jove" line. Mary Sprenkle, as the
servant girl Doto, stole the show
by her portrayal, aided by the most
humorous dialogue in the play.
More efforts of this type will do
much for the Curtain club by being
a good training ground for our big
productions. A Phoenix Too Frequent was a challenge well met in
its difficulties in staging and acting.

Dinner Dances Planned
At Sorority Meetings
Plans for dinner dances, shore
week-ends and picniCS are still
formulating while certain sororities
are holding parties. Alpha Sigma
Nu held an Easter party with Beta
Sigma Lambda for children at the
Rivercrest Preventorium, and Phi
Alpha Psi gave one at Christ's
home on April 1 with Sigma Rho
Lambda for thirty young orphans,
Phi Psi had a party on April 11 at
the Haslam's farm. The alumni of
Sigma Nu will hold a luncheon at
Gimbel'S on April 18.
The Intersorority council will
sponsor an after dinner dessert for
freshmen women on April 27 at
7:00 o'clock in the upstairs dining
room. Each sorority will present a
skit as entertainment,

ATTENTION, JUNIOR MEN

April 6, 1953
To the Men of the Junior Class:
On April 24 at Sunnybrook ballroom in Pottstown, the Junior
Prom will be held from 9 p.m. until
1 a .m . As is the custom, the most
delightful, lovely, amiable and
charming member of the Junior
class (on the female side) will be
crowned Queen. AB in the line of
Ursinus tradition , the men of the
Junior class will elect the Queen's
attendants, the election to be held
at 12;30 p.m. on the 20th day of
April, 1953.
Any male member of the class,
having paid his dues in full, may
circulate a petition with not less
than 15 names of the same requirements. Each man is asked not
to sign more than two (2) petitions,
All petitions must be ha~ded to
Bob Hartman or placed m room
30~, Brodbeck hall, by 12. noon,
FrIday, t~~ 17th day of Apnl, 1953.
All petltlOns become the property
of t~e Class of 1954 and none shall
be I eturned!
-------BOYS' QUARTET VISITS TEMPLE
A few weeks before spring vacation, members of the Ursinus
quartette, Bob McCarty '54, Jim
Bright '54, Joe Bintner '54 and
George Aucott '56, visited the
Temple university radio station
and made recordings for use on
one of that station's radio programs. The visit, they said, was
most interesting and enlightening
in view of the fact that Ursinus
hopes to have its own radio station
some day.
Student personnel is entirely responsible for the management of
the Temple station. The programs
are planned, written, produced and
directed by the students and every
effort is made to give the place
an entirely professional atmosphere. Each of the studios is fully
equipped from a technical standpoint and contains the newest improvements in radio engineering.
Their endeavors are aided by the
fact that courses are available at
Temple to prepare students for
professional work in radio. Majors
in any field are eligible to volunteer their services to the station.

ALUMNI NEWS
Attention all you Juniors and
Seniors who remember "Whistler"
Donahue! Here's part of a letter
which recently arrived in the
Alumni office.
Maury Allen '50 ZX left his office
in Port Lyautey, Morocco and is
now the Regional Representative
for all offices in Europe command,

LANTERN DEADLINE
The deadline for articles,
poems an d stories fo r the final
issue of the Lantern this year is
April 16. Contributions should be
gi ven to any staff member or
placed in the box in the library.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
To the Editor:
P roposals for a more thorough
revision of the WSGA constitution ,
than were originally suggested by
the Senate committee on revision ,
were made recently in a Sen ate
meeting. On Wednesday the Senate
will meet again to discuss th ese.
In the meantime women studen ts
should think about and discuss the
following suggestions with their
dormitory Senators.
Many statements have been
made pro and con the Centr al
Nominating committee. Some feel
that the presentation of a slate of
nominees stifles interest in petitioning and would like to h ave a
system of open petitioning. Some
feel that open petitioning would
make it too difficult to get enough
n bminees and there might be duplication . One way of making the
CNC more democratic would be to
have its memb ers elected by the
members of t h e WSGA, WAA and
YWCA.
Under t.he present Constitution
fifty signatures are needed for addition al nominations by petit ion
for officers of the St uden t council.
The amendments proposed by t he
Senate committee call for nomination of class r epr esentatives to th e
Council by the classes, but does
not say if t his is to be done by
petition or from the floor . These
amendments do not allow for additional nominations to t he proposed
nominees by the CNC for t he
Freshman Customs commit t ee. Last
year t his was an area of contention wit h t h e freshman class when
t hey wen t to elect t h eir committee.
Another suggestion is that studen t council meetin gs be more publicised eit h er through the posting
of minut es or by reports to the
Senate . Some students think that
Council members have too many
responsibilities t h at could be divided among other capable people.
Perhaps the Junior Advisors, who
could be elected by t he dormitory
members, and t h e big sisters could
elect t h eir own chairmen. This suggestion, although more democratic,
might be less efficient. Neither the
original constit ut ion
nor
the
changes proposed by the Senate
committ ee say who constitutes the
Junior Advisory board, except that
the members are appointed from
all classes by the chairman, the
Junior r epresentative.
The re~uir ement that the WSGA
president must have been on the
Council for one year seems unnecessarily self-perpetuating since
the most capable person would be
elected anyway. Under the present
rule some awkward situations
could occur.
The original constitution provided for information about the
decisions of the Judiciary board to
be posted and reported to the
Senate. The proposals of the Senate committee eliminate both of
these sources of information.
The WSGA has often been the
subject of complaints but mere
complaints will do little good unless they are passed on to the
proper sources. Every woman student now has a chance to make
constructive criticism and suggestions to her Senator before the
constitution and proposed amendments are discussed again Wednesday in the Senate meeting.
Hoping to arouse interest,
A WSGA member
ENGAGEMENTS
Roberta Scheffler '53 to William
Haberern of Egypt, Pa.
James Simpson '56 to Mary Ellen
Jenkler of Broomall, Pa.
Robert Armstrong '54 to Ann
Hobson of Berwyn, Pa.

by Bob Armstrong '54

MIXED MARRIAGES
The objective of this column is over religion, but they also can
to present a series of subjects break up over politics, cooking, inwhich are mostly of a controversial come, false teeth and television
sets. The fact is that most people
n ature. Naturally only one per- compromise and solve those probson's viewpoint is expressed here, lems . . . and similarly do they
so it is expect ed that some readers solve religious problems. A man
may t ake issue wit h what is writ- and wife must understand each
ten . If anyone desires t o express ot her's feelings about many things
his own ideas on any of the sub- for a successful marriage, and one
jects to be presented , he may of these things is religion.
readily do so by submitting a letReligion is not to be treated
ter to the editor which we shall lightly, but should be as thoroughprint.
ly discussed as the other problems
of marriage. After the matter has
.
• • •.
.
We have all read dIScusslons on been talked over, a couple then
mixed marriage, but seldom do we reaches a compromise or an underfind anything but th~ ~ad points standing (as they do on other
expose? From. the statISt lcs quoted, matters.) If one or the other mate
one ~1gh~ thmk that e~ery such does not keep his bargain and
m~rr~ag e 1S doomed to faIlure. But backs down, then the couple may
thIS 1S far from the truth. Before have trouble. But would not this
we vent ure any farther, it is im- be the case if a spouse should not
por t~nt that Y'e u.nderstan~ what keep promises of other types? If
a mIXed marnage IS. In thIS case, an inconsiderate mate doesn't have
we mean the marriage between two a religious problem with which to
people of different religious faiths, cause trouble, he will find another
whet her the difference be large or phase of married life on which to
show his colors.
small.
A typical discussion of the subAll of us have no doubt realized
ject would describe what they call that we seem to work better and
a "typical" mixed marriage. They accomplish more when we are unmight tell of Mr. and Mrs. Smith der slight pressure. In married life
who enter blindly into a mixed religion can be that necessary presmarriage. Should they leave re- sure which constantly compels
ligion entirely out of their lives? each mate to be as considerate and
Or should they continue in their thoughtful as possible. It seems
own faith with a bitter resentment only reasonable to assume that a
of their mate's religion? Such marriage which has overcome obauthors would make us believe that stacles is at least somewhat more
the tension each Sunday morn- sound than one which has never
ing is a taste of Hell in the family. faced any problems. Should the latAll their children would be con- ter couple suddenly become faced
fused to a point of atheism. He with an obstruction to their
mig1\t also lead us to believe that happiness, that marriage might
there would be no "give and take" hit serious trouble from the lack of
in this marriage and that "the re- experience alone.
ligious problem would cause a
In conclusion, we must agree that
multiple of tension in every single religion should be seriously conphase of wedded life. A broken sidered. Each one of us is an indihome usually results" , .. end of vidual and must decide if he or she
is mentally and emotionally equipquote!
How far from the truth can a ped to confront problems of reperson sway? To begin with, one ligion and marriage. If the decision
must realize that we are all in- is in the affirmative, then there
dividuals. The success of a mar- seems to be nothing to prevent a
riage is determined entirely upon mixed marriage from being as sucthe two individuals involved. Of cessful, if not more so, than any
course two people can break up other marriage .

Observations Unlimited
by Joan Higgins '54

Just seven more weeks of the semester left, the last two being the
most trying. Now that's a pleasant way to start a new job on the
Weekly, but "face realities" is the way it's in the book.

• • • •

Two mysterious bunnies were hopping around at the frosh dance
last Friday. I tried to find out their identities but it seems that "sworn
to secrety" was the only reply anyone would give. Even the bunnies
refused to talk.

• • • • •

This is almost ancient history, but it's too much of a gem to pass
by. On a Saturday morning just before spring vacation, shortly after
breakfast, an innocent sleeper found himself on Duryea's lawn complete with mattress and P.J.'s.
Another was in the Supply store-complete with mattress and,
well . . . Sleepy mattre'ss draggers resembled the inhabitants of a
haunted house trotting back to their abode in their improvised fashions. Someone else enjoyed Pfahler's fresh air sleeping atmosphere
just recently.

• • • • •

The class of '54 presents High Class Stuff this Friday and Saturday. Even Ed won't give a preview of his soft shoes-saving everything
for the two big nights. Don't miss it.
Oh yes, Jack Westerhoff has a side line with his waiting job. Ask
him about it, I'm sure he will oblige,
::so

EXPERT SHOE REPAIR SERVICE
Lots of mileage left in your old

shoes-have them repaired at

LEN'S SHOE REPAIR SHOP

(Opposite American store)
Main Street
CollegevWe

FRANK JONES
ATHLETIC OUTFITTERS
228 west Main st.

Norristown, Pa,

PINNINGS
Jeanette Yeager '56 to Clarence
Foreman '54.
Anne Hausman '54 to Harold
Schoup '54.
Ruth Bauser '56 to Ralph Schumacher '55.

THE INDEPENDENT
"PRINTING NEEDS FOR
ALL OCCASIONS"

Collegeville

::=::::::

which includes France and North
Africa. His job is to check the
different offices in the capacity of
an author for travel.
Pete Peters '51, currently studying in Amsterdam at the University
of Medicine, was in Paris the other
day ...

Shop at the new

COLLEGEVILLE SUPER MARKET
Plenty of free parking
Open Thurs. & Fri. nigh~ for
shopping convenience
Atlantic Gas "Oils - Lubrication
Firestone Tires and. Batteries'
Minor RepaIrs

Walt Brown's ATLANTIC Sarvici
460 Main st. ph. 2371

CollegevUle

" QUINNIES "
Foods - Drinks for any occasion
From a Sandwich to a Meal
Ridge Pike, 1 mt E. of CollegevWe
Phone: Coll. 2381
Now selling Shellenberger's Candy
CREAM PUFFS Wed. " Frl

NELSON'S DAIRIES
Norristown, Pa.

"THE BAKERY"
CoUegevDle
MaIn street

~73
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Juniors ~~opt

For All Young Lovers on Rainy Spring Days ....
Nepw Pollpclles ,Suggested: An Exciting T our Through Pfahler Hall
)
n rom

ans

.

by Jeannie Hain '56
~or years articles have been
The junior prom of 1953 is to wntten about the wonders of
mark the beginning of a new era. spring-trees budding, warm winds
It Is the Prelude to a revolutionary blo~ing, sun shining, and lovers
type of junior prom. No longer will coomg. However, what about the
Ursin us men and WOmen bow to the other aspect of spring-the April
time honored traditions which showers: If the days are beautiful
dominate social events here.
the. coomg .lovers can ro~m around
Beglnning in 1954 proms are to lazIly. l?okmg at the SIghts and
be held in the pew student union eXclaIming at the. be~uty aroun.d
building which is expected to be them, but -:v hen It rams there IS
ready for use by next May. The ?Uly one thing left to do and that
administration has announced that IS to find ne-:v paths. o~ adventuI·e.
because Ursinus students are so So someda¥ )f ItS raInmg .and you
trustworthy, there will be no chap- and your gIrl are together JUs~ take
erones at future dances; but the he~ hand and take the most mtercocktail lounge in the student e~tmg walk to be found on the Urunion building must close at 4 a.m. smus campus - a walk up fifteen
so that Ursinus co-eds will have steps, through a double door, and
plenty of time to return to their into the most interesting museum
dormitories by six. Any girl who is around th~se parts, the Pfahler
not in by dawn will lose a late Hall of SClence.
permission.
Have you in your few years here
Since the student union building ever taken a grand tour through
is to be located two miles ftom the this building to see just what it
campus, faculty members have was like? You haven't? Well then,
generously offered their auto- take your love's hand and follow
mobiles for use by any students me through the double doors into
who do not have transportation to one of the more entertaining places
and from dances. The student to spend a rainy afternoon. Since
council has accepted this offer, but walking long distances makes one
it requests that all faculty mem- easily tired I suggest that we imbers buy convertibles as soon as mediately, upon entering, turn
possible.
left and then right at the double
Sammy Kaye, Harry James and doors and proceed upstairs to the
Guy Lombardo have put in bids to third fioor-only forty-two steps
play at Ursin us proms. They are upward, just think what it would
being considered, but it has been be like in the Empire State buildsuggested that Spike Jones would ing! One should remember that it
create a mOre novel atmosphere.
is always better to start from the
Caviar and champagne are in- top and work your way downwards
eluded in the tentative list of re- than vice-versa.
freshments for future dances. This
The first thing upon entering the
list is to be presented to the stu- third floor is to prepare yourself
dents who may make any additions for the »?-'?! smell which is' quite
they consider necessary. Expense penetrating for sensitive people.
need not be considered since the For some we might even suggest
treasurer's office has offered un- gas masks, that is if you feel too
limited allotments to junior classes faint and might collapse before the
for their proms so that their plans journey is done. (For general inare not hindered by financial dif- formation: since the fourth floor
ficulties.
which contains astronomy equipOrchids, palm trees, and boa ment is kept locked it is useless to
constructors have been ordered to go up there unless of course you
earry out the tropical theme of wish to.) Bear to the right after
next spring's dance. Importation of going through the doors and you
a. few monkeys is pending, but the will see the qualitative analysis
librarian has objected because they lab, physical chemistry lab, and
are to be housed in the stacks. Em- a classroom. In the middle part of
phasis in evening wear for the oc- the hall are the professor's offices.
casion is to be placed on the sar- Also found there is the general
ong. The effect will be achieved in chemistry weighing room with the
both tuxedoes and evening dresses., Do's and Don'ts which become very

by Cheryl Mirgain '55
tak- I ant. From this the department
ing their first chemistry course. If grew into what it is today. For
you feel in the least bit thirsty you someone unknown reason the sigmay stop and get a drink at the I nificance of the cape is not told on
fountain of youth which isn't any sort of plaque under the case.
guaranteed not to contain chlo1'oAt the first small hall to the
phyll.
right you will see a door marked
As you reach the other end of 319, which you should enter. This
the hall you will see the quantita- organic lab contains on one side
tive analysis laboratory with long an old army blanket filled with
tubes filled with colored liquids. used holes, a bucket for water, and
Right next door is another weigh- another shower contraption rigged
ing room with weights shared by up no doubt for someone five feet
the students. As you turn you seven inches or taller. For anyone
should be careful not to hit the shorter I advise a chair. Since this
general chemistry lab door which, is the last room on the third floor
like the bio lab door, becomes a to be explOl'ed I deem it advisable
well known place of entry to all- to proceed down the stairs and to
aliens or otherwise. Various colored the second floor which contains
bottles and mechanisms decorate the biolog'y department.
the interior of the room, thus makIt is usually quite difficult to see
ing it a place of great delight to inside the biology laboratories b~most ~tudents of art. The one ou~- cause they are either kept well
standing feature of the place )S locked or they are filled with
that all free showers must be taken classes which can't be interrupted.
on top of a table. So remember, It seems a shame that such interall you unsuspecting students, if esting specimens as those found in
you feel burned up in any way, be the labs should be kept away from
~ure ~hat you have learned high the eyes of non-biology majors.
Jumpmg so that you can get on This fioor contains an elevator
top of the table and pull the chain which is used in transporting back
?r else you're guaranteed to stay and forth the dead and carved up
Just- as you are- burned up.
animals. At the right end of the
Attached to the chem lab is a hall is the comparative lab which
private boudoir for all lab assist- is the most interesting of all except
ants away from the pounding hoofs to those students taking the course.
of the yearling~. As you then pass Heads of various animals, such as
another set of double doors you will a giraffe, a rhinoceros and a tiger,
see through them, and to the left, are found there. Right across from
the pride of the third floor _ a this is the lab containing various
chemistry library. As this room rock formations of different colors.
can be seen from a distance you Next door to this is the human 'anmay continue on to the organic atomy lab which has embroyos enlab, but be sure to notice on your closed in bottles. It would be very
way the little case on the wall hard in a museum to find such a
which contains the PhD cape of display as this. The offices of the
the late Dr. Matthew Beardwood. biology pI'ofessors and Dr. HelfferEach color in the cape represents ieh, and Dr. McClure are also found
one of the degrees which he receiv- on the second floor. If you do take
ed. The white is for arts, green for this tour of the second fioor though,
his medical degree, and yellow his be sure to have someone with you
honorary doctor of science from who can take you through the labs.
Ursinus. The red, old gold, and
Next is the first floor which is'
black are the school colors. Around just a conglomeration of of classthe year 1893, Dr. Beardwood was rooms, the most famous of which
asked by a former president of is S-12. Every student at Ursinus
Ursinus college to come here to sometime or other is forced through
lecture two days a week. This was the portals into this room. Also on
the beginning of the Chemistry this fioor is the science library condepartment. When 1915 rolled taining literature on almost all asaround the enrollment of chemis- pects of chemistry, astronomy, bitry students became so great that ology, physics, psychology and eduDr. Beardwood had to get an assist- cation. The psychology and physics

Ifamilial' to new students after

departments have their classes on
this iklor and in the basement. For
stuciying, the science library is one
of the quietest places around except when people walk in and out
with squeaky shoes or the telephone operators in the small room
next door start talking loudly to
some passerby. After you have gone
up and down the fioor proceed to
the basement via the stairs. Before
going through the doors and into
the hall you will see on your left
and right doors which lead into
physics laboratories and biology
storage rooms for all woe-begone
animals. Classrooms are also in evidence. All along the top of the
hall are pipe lines which do a
better job of heating than do those
in Bomberger. Five or six buckets
can also be seen attached to these
pipes to catch the precious water
which leaks out. One of the most
mysterious passageways is right
near the left end of the hall. It
almost resembles a subway entrance but upon investigation it
is found to be just a storage room
for equipment. Since the tour is
almost over, thank goodness, I suggest that you once again go back to
the first floor whence you began
this trip.
Just stand in the main hallway
a short time and look around. A
hallway such as this could easily be
found in any hotel or large building of note. We're just lucky at
Ursin us to have such a place as
this, complete with a picture gallery of the famous benefactors of
Ursinus college. Now that you have
toured Pfahler I hope that you will
begin to think of it as something
else besides just classrooms and
work. Pfahler really contains many
specimens which can easily be enjoyed during a rainy afternoon
stroll so next time you have nothing
to do an.d the weather outside is
gloomy, Just take your girl's or
fellow's hand and take a jaunt
through the Pfahler Hall of Science.
==============~

RAHNS

GRILLE

From a snack to a
Full Course Dinner
Dolly Madison Ice Cream
Closed Mondays
Television
Phone: ColI. 2551

you'LL MAKE A

®uton(y
time will tell ...
!'LL RUN THIS SOUND
RECORDER DURING
LECTURES ... AND CHARGE
A BUCK A THROW FOR

PLAYBACKS]

YOU'RE A
GENIUS!
NOW A GUY
CAN SLEEP

OR CUT
AND STILL

GET TOP

GRADES!

FORTUNE!
DOYOU NEED
A PARTNER?

Only time will
tell about an idea [
-And only
time will tell abouta
ciqa rette ! Ta ke
your time ...

rest-cAMEIS

fOr30days

~tMUONer

andRAYON
THERE MUST BE A REASON WHY
Camel is America's most popular
cigarette -leading all other brands
by billions! Camels have the two
things smokers want most-rich, full
flavor and cool. cool mildness . .•
pack after pack! Try Camels for 30
days and see how mild. how flavorful,
how thoroughly enjoyable they are
as your steady smoke!

More People Smoke CAMELS -than goyothercigorelle
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~KennyCaptainsl BeIt;"uI. the g~
Men's Tennis
--

Freidlin, Syvertsen Elected Basketball, Swimming Captains;
Belles Fall to Temple and Defeat Boys in Thrillers

geut.e

I

, Knull, Burger, Basketball Standouts, Honored as Co=captains;

This year's c~urt te8: m is almost
Dawkins Ursinus MAC Champ , Defeated at NCAA Tournament
a completely mexperIenced o n e . '
Returning to this season's lineup
by Dick Bowman '55
are only two varsity men from last
year, Captain Kenney and Jack If balance is the key to determ-I tion's point-men, .and Knull and
Westerhoff.
ining co-captains, the Bearville Schumacher pourmg field goals
Others comprising this year's quintet should be well led for the through the snapping net, Ursinus
team are freshmen Pete Jesperson, 1953-54 campaign. In ~ rece~t should be blessed with a solid core
Dick Link Neil Kyde and Joe Ros- election Herbie Knull and Wlll , of veterans for the next, and we
en. Ted Radomski, Bob Bernhart, Burger were named to pace the hope the best, basketball season in
John Manning, Pete Foreman, Bears next se~on. Knull,. the years.
Andre Blanzaco, Ron Fisher and sharp-sh?otin~ sl?,--foot one-~ch, Dawkins Wrestles at Penn state
Paul Chalson are upperclassmen blond-haued JU11l0r from IrvmgProud of her greatest wrestler
back for another season.
ton, New Jersey h~ld ~own the since heavyweight stalwart Bill
Last year the court team lost nu~ber foul' slot m . MIddle Ai- Helfferich, old UC sent her second
three while winning. four .. Coach, Ila.ntIC Confere~ce scor.mg last year representative in history to the
Dr. Eugene H. Miller, IS lookmg for- wlth. a 19.2 pomts pe~ .game aver- National Collegiate Athletic Associward to the 'performance of. this age l~ league co~petItIOn. Bur~er, ation tournament held at Penn
year's squad. The first match 15 on ~he. slx-foot on~-mch, ~ark-haued state, March 28, in the person of
April 15 with Haverford. The Jumor f~om PhIladelphla was the Ed Dawkins, 123 pound Middle
Fords are abo~t the second best o.utstandmg floor-man. and defen- Atlantic Conference champion, who
team that. Ursmus has scheduled. SIVe player for the BrUlns last sea- lost in the semi-finals of the 115
A new match has been scheduled son. .Althou~h he only aV,~rage?, pound class to Hugh Peery, of Pitt,
(Continued on page ~
3.6 pomts pel contest,. ~he Burg 11-1. Wearied by this bout he also
show~d tremendous agl~lty at ball- lost the consolation bout 12-2 to
referees for a successful tourna- hawkmg and rebo~ndmg. N~ver Richard Meeks of Illinois. However,
ment well run.
spe~tacular at pom.t-p~oductlOn, Peery went on to cop the NCAA
Girls Win Annual WAA Cqntest
BUlger was the steadymg mfluence. crown and Meeks captured a third
Probably the hip'h-point of the . Th~ unbelievable Mr. Knull, play- -so to lose to the best man in the
past athletic seaso~ was the game ~n~ hlS first ~ame a~ter :a shoulder United States at that weight is
of the year, the Boys'-Girls' Bas- lDJUry sus tamed m mtramural certainly n? disgrace. DawkIns
ketball contest held in .the new ~ootball, sm~hed the s~hool scor- drew a bye m thll first round and
gym. With Miss Eleanor Snell and mg. mark wlth a 46 pomt spla~h th.en downed Cl~arles Ofsthun. of
Mrs. Connie Poley refereeing, the agamst Haverfor~ Januar! 10. Minn.esota, a mid-west sensatIOn,
boys hadn't a chance as fouls were Knull was the thIrd man m the 1 6- 5, m the quarter-finals.
called for unbelievable things. Red- Ursinus triple-threat scoring punch
The co~orful tournament was
nlghty Knull and Red pajamas IOf Swett, Sc~umac~er and Knull. packed WIt? the most ardent fans
Harris led the boys' fashion parade Only Swett 15 leavmg, and al- m the natlOn, and the best grapas Ralph Schumacher and his pa- though t~e giant pi~ot .man will. be I pler~ in the country re~rese~t.ed
jamas and Bill Burger and his I- Isorely mlSSe~, He:-ble IS expectmg myrlad colleges and umverslties
don't-know-what-it-was were close a lot of scormg aId from the c~n- throughout the la~d. Penn :state
seconds. But the game ended on a sistent Ralph Schumacher, a SIX- up-ended last year steam wmner
happy note as the girls won, 57-55. foot t~o-inch sophomore .. The!e- O!Uahoma t? win the NCAA crown
Too bad boys. Worse luck next fore, WIth Mr. Burger dIrectmg WIth 21 pomts. Runner-up Oklayear!
'
floor play and dogging the opposi-I hom a tallied 15 points.

by Pat Garrow '54
ApIfroximately one month ago High school where she was high
the winter sports season came to scorer and a team-mate of Sal
a close. There were some sorrows Parent and Joan Hitchner.
and there were some happy momThe swimming season closed with
ents.
a 33-24 loss to a powerful Penn
Aiming for an undefeated sea- squad. For co-captains Sallie L~mis
son the Belles' varsity basketball and Joan Jones , who are semors,
tea~ dropped a heartbreaker to it was the last meet. For Coach Sis
Temple. It was definitely a bad day Bosler it was her first se~on. at
for the Belles as Temple took the the helm. It was not a wmmng
traditional "tough" game by 41-36. season for the Belles lost by ~everal
Joanne Freidlin and Joan Hitch- clo~e scores and fO.r m~ny It w~
ner moved the ball beautifully theIr first team-swImmmg expenwhile the former dipped 16 points. ence.
.
Hitch and Jo Kuhn each ~ank 10, Bev Syvertsen Honored at Dmner
but Temple, aftel' salting away an
Bev Syvertsen, a varsity swimearly lead, kept safely away from mer since she was a freshman, was
the Belles with accurate hook shots, elected captain at the swimming
impoSsible to guard. Captain Sal banquet honoring the team at
Parent and Adele Boyd, both sen- Coach Bosler's home. A member of
iors, and little Marge Merrifield, a the freestyle relay team, a stitI
trio -Whose all-season play rates competitor in the breaststroke and
extra honors, passed well and COIl(- free style events, Bev was a protrolled the major part of the re- lific scorer for the varsity. She rebounds, but tall Joan Paul .and her places another breaststroker, Joan
mate, Sue McKay, were Just too Jones, and .her freestyle relay mate,
Sallie Luml5.
consistent.
The junior varsity, however, savThe badminton squa<i came close
ed the day with a 39-29 win as to beating Rosemont, but the final
Ruth Heller and Barbara Rack score was 2-3 as only Nancy Laib
scored 21 points between them to and Audrey Rittenhouse sustained
lead a parade of scorers. Ellie Un- victories.
gel' and Eddie Seifert, seniors,
In intramural basketball Phyllis
played the entire game and held Stadler and Nesta Lewis led'Shreinthe Temple forwards from shooting er to the championship by beating
range. The jayvees, led by Jen Price defending champion 944. Both
~ this season, were undefeated.
teams had defeated their opponSeason a Success
ents in previous season play for the
But although the Temple game right to meet in the play-oft'. Many
was disappointing, the season was thanks to Ruth Heller and the
a success. Albright fell before the
Belles by an overwhelming 65-27.
Jo Kuhn had 19 points; Jo Freidlin,
18' and Hitch, 11. Definitely a supe;'ior team from the beginning,
the Belles racked up an early lead
and increased it as the guards, Sal,
Adele and Marge, ran circles
aroun'd the confused Albright forwards.
But the jayvee game was even
more one-sided. A flnal score of
61-12 tells the story. Eight of the
Albright points came in the first
half as the guards prevented the
forv.:ards from getting in close
enough for lay-ups and patrolled
the outer area too well.
Liz Mason, in a spectacular .setshot exhibition, hit for 16 pomts,
while Nesta Lewis garnered 17,
mostly on lay-ups, and Barbara
Rack tallied a dozen.
Three games at West Chester
followed and the Belles brought
home three wins. The varsity game
was close for Joan Hitchner and
Jo Freidlih did all the scoring with
16 points apiece. Jo Kuhn had two
foul throws. Side-lined with an
illness and seeing only slight activity, Sara Parent was unable to
help her team keep the W.est
Chester forwards from scormg
range. The final score was 38-35.
The junior varsity game was an
Ask yourself this question: Why do I smoke?
entirely different story. A final
You know, yourself, you smoke for enjoyment.
score of 51-14, favor Ursinus, demonstrates tne type of game it was.
And you get enjoyment only from the ~ of a
Barbara Rack, hitting with late
cigarette.
season accuraey, countered for 15
Luckies taste better-cleaner, fresher, smoother!
points for the Belles to lead the
scoring column, as Polly Taylor was
Why? Luckies are made better to taste better. And,
second with 10 and Ruth Heller
what's more, Luckies are made of fine- tobacco.
added nine.
L.S./M.F.T.-Lu~ky Strike Means "Fine Thbacco.
In another gym the third team,
led by Lois Leonard's set shots,
So, for the thing. you want most in a cigarette ...
eeked out a win over West Chester's
for better taste - for the cleaner, fresher, smoother
top intramural team. The final
taste of Lucky Strike ...
score was 45-41. Lois' amazing accuracy from half-way out supported by excellent assists from
Nesta Lewis and Barney Barnhart
startled the West Chester defense.
Needing only a win over Temple
to complete an undefeated season,
the Belles lost to the Owlettes in
the finale. But for Captain Sara
Parent, Adele Boyd, Joan Hitchner,
and Audrey Rittenhouse and manager Rosa Rapp go well-deserved
congratulations for a job welldone. And for Miss Snell, who
wanted that undefeated season as
much as anyone, there will be another chance next year.
Joanne Freidlin Elected Captain
At the traditional dinner given
by the captain at the close of each
season Joanne Freidlin was elected
captain for the 1953-54 squad. An
outstanding scorer and team player, Jo has been consistently accurate this year after she won a spot
on the starting six in the East
Stroudsburg game.
Handicapped by biology labs, she
was unable to play last year after
making the jayvees when she was
a ireshman. But she had 'gained
PRODUCT OF ~ ~ ~~
considerable experience at Pltman
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and LU CKI IS
TASTE "BETTER!
Cleane~ 17resher, Smoother!

Be Hap~y-GO ~CKY!

Where's y':our lingle?
It's easier than you think to
make $25 by writing a Lucky
Strike jingle like those you see
in this ad. Yes, we need jingles
-and we pay $25 for every one
we use! So send as many as you
like to: Happy-Go-Lucky, P. O.
Box 67, New York 46, N. Y.

AMERICA'S LEADING MANVFACTt7RER OF CIGARETTES

CAo T.c..
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Swett Leads Track T earn;
Eshbach, Weaver Return
Gurzynski Optimistic About Team's Chances;
Graduation, Ineligibility Ste-al Letter=Winners

Kenny Captures Tennis
(Continued

from page 4)

this yeaI' with Pennsylvania School
of Optometry.
Manager this year is Fred Reiss,
who also managed the team last
year.
Varsity Tennis Schedule
April IS-Haverford .............. home
April I8-Pa. S.C. of opt ..... home
April 25-Elizabethtown ...... away
April 28-Moravian ................ home
May 2-Swarthmore ............ home
May 6-Drexel ........................ away
May 8-Albright .................... away
May I2- Delaware .................. home
May 16-LaSalle ...................... away
Home meets on week-days, 3 p.m.
Home meets on Saturdays, 2 p.m.

by Dick Bowman '55
With spring in the air the Gurzynski is going to have to shift
athletic-minded young man's fancy a lot of men around and enter
naturally turns to . . . track. many of the same contenders in
There is something irresistible several events. Aiding Datillo in the
about the crunch of cinders under century run and the 220 will be
foot and the personal challenge of- sophomore Walt Larkin.
The
fered in a sport where you have to hurdles are strong with veteran
do it on your own.
star Dick Eshbach returning to the
Despite the scarcity of returning clots where he smashed both
letter-winners, namely Dick Esch- school records last season-the 110
bach, Jack Weaver and captain highs and 220 lows. Eshbach, a
Bob Swett, Coach Ray Gurzynski ;:eal inspiration in speed and form,
is optimistic about the team's Iholds the distinction of never havchances for success. He attributes ing been beaten in a dual meet in
his bright outlook to the hard work the 110's. Freshman Ben Settles
shown by the cinder candidates to has shown good form thus far and
The following is a summary of
date. A lot of new faces will be seen is expected to aid the "Esh" in both the boxing and wrestling chamchurning up track dust and clear- events, with Datillo and Gene pions that were crowned on Intraing barriers for the Bruins.
Greenburg chipping in their tal- mural night.
Regardless of the fact that the ents in the 220 lows.
wt. Boxing
Wrestling
absence of the now graduated Will
In the 440 run Ray's wOl'd is, 123-DeAngelis ................, ....... Shone
Loomis will be felt, junior Bruno "Keep your eye on Odie". He is l'e- I30-Alameno .................... Foreman
Datillo, a transfer speed merchant felTing to the senior Bob Oden- I37-McKeith .......................... Bright
from Michigan, is expected to be a heimer whom he describes as "a 147-Datillo ... ,............................ Loder
key figure and big asset in the big surprise." Odenheimer has 157-Roberts ................................ Ayre
dashes and hurdles. On the other shown remarkable stamina and 167-Settles ............................ Bennett
hand, the absence of the ineligible versatility in practice, and is going 177-Glock .................... Odenheimer
Ed Denkin is a blow, and the same to be counted on for the bulk of 187-Maliken .................... Anderson
goes for ex-high school star pros- the 880 and mile runs as well. This Unlimited-Kolp
pect Don Hower, who is expected to man could be the key to a winning
The team trophy for boxing went
produce big, things when he re- season at Ursinus. Another en- to Brodbeck, and Den copped the
gains his eligibility for next season. couraging prospect in the cinder wrestling trophy. The overall winEshbach Mainsta,y of Hurdles
galaxy is freshman Vint Fisher, ner of intramural night was Derr.
With little experienced, although who has been working very hard ~o Art Ehlers took the individual foul
willing material to work with, Ray bolster the 440. H~rry Donnely 15 shooting championship by sinking
also expected to fit mto Ray's plans 45 out of 50 free throws. The team
in that event. In the mile, Jack trophy for foul shooting, went to
Cranston, another yearling con- Freeland which averaged 20.2 fouls
tender who Ray describes as having out of 25.
"a lot of guts" should give Odenheimer support. Leading the gruelThe inter-fraternity track meet
will be held Tuesday afternoon,
ling
two
mile
grind
will
be
the
May
5, at 3:30. Entries must be subThe fact that the tennis courts
have been constantly in use since courageous Bob Guth along with mitted by 4 y,.m., Friday, May 1.
Bob Bickel, Cranston All entries will be final; no post
vacation can mean only one thing newcomers
and old-timer Dick Cheeseman.
entries or changes will be accepted.
-the tennis season is about to
Co-captain Swett in Weights
All contestants must have been
open. The first match for the girls'
Ursinus should have no trouble examined by the school doctor by
team will be April 16. Mrs. Natalie
Whiting will coach and Pat Gar- in the weights with the pace- May 1. The doctor will be in the
row will manage the team which setting Bob Swett, captain-elect infif'mary every noon hour except
and leading scorer of last season Thursday. Students that are not
consists of many newcomers.
Boyd and Rittenhouse Co-captains returning. Bob is usually good for members of fraternities may run
at least two firsts, and should re- for the independent team.
Adele Boyd and Audrey Rittena lot of scoring help from
house, the only returnees from the ceive
veterans George Aucott, Dan Sch- Founded 1698
Established 1701
'52 varsity, will pilot the team. wenk and Stan Morris. Walt Larkin
First doubles -last year, they will and Al Paolone shourd also figure
PERKIOMEN BRIDGE HOTEl..
split up to play singles. Adele cap- in the big three-javelin, shot and
"Oldest Hotel in America"
tained the hockey team this year discus.
and Audrey is softball captain.
Banquets & Parties
Experienced letter-winners are
Those who have had junior var- entirely lacking in the remaining
Private Dining Rooms
sity experience are Joan Jones, Bev events except for Jack Weaver in Phone 9511
. Collegev1lle, Pa.
Syvertsen, Nancy Laib, Connie the high jump. The broad-jumping
Ackerman, Marge Merrifield and quarter will read Datillo, Larkin,
Sallie Lumis. Freshmen and new- Paolone and Jablonski. Settles and
cOlllers who will compete for team Jablonski shoutd back up Weaver
COLLEGE CUT· RATE
positions are Ruth Heller, Sue in clearing the high bar, while
Holmes, Jen Price, Evie Bruninger, Guth, Larkin and Paolone are tryFAMOUS FOR
Janet Haines, Alberta Barnhardt, ing something new in the pole
NATIONALLY
Nesta Lewis, Ruth Wilk, Pat Burns, vault. The last event will necesBarbara Koch, Bev Bauman and sarily be the weakest.
ADVERTISED
Robin Blood.
Track Schedule
BRANDS
The ladder was posted today and
play-off matches will begin this April I8-Haverford ................ home
week to determine the varsity line- April 24-25-Penn Relays .... Phila.
up. There are no junior varsity April 29-Albright & B-nell .. home
5th Ave. & Main st.
matches scheduled for this year. May 2-Lehigh ........................ away
May 6-Drexel & S-more .. S-more
Girls' Tennis Schedule
Avril 16-Penn ...................... ", home May
9-PM&C M
.........
............... .... away
away 11May I2-F
........................
April 20-Bryn Mawr ............... away May 15-I6-Mid. Atlantics .... F & M
April 22-Chestnnt Hill ........ home
April 25-East Stroudsburg .: home
April 27-Rosemont ................ away
LANDES MOTOR CO.
April 29-Albright .................... ~way
(
May I-Drexel........................ home
FORD SALES and SERVICE
May 5-Temple ...................... away
May 11-W. Chester STC ...... away
CollegevllIe & Yerkes, Pa.
May IS-Swarthmore ~... ........ home

I

Intramural Wins
To Derr, Ehlers

I

Boyd and Rittenhouse
Captain Girls' Tennis

==============
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Baseball Season Opens,
Veterans Bolster T earn
Bears, Carter Lose to Albright in Opener;
Allebach Goes Route, Beats Johns Hopkins 6=4
by Roland Dedekind '55
In its second game of the season,
Albright Scores in Third
U.rsinus played ho~t to Johns ~opAlbright produced the only run
kIllS and evened Its record WIth a of the game with two out in the
thrilling 6-4 triumph. Dick Alle- last of the third. Jack Sudol
bach started for the Bears, com- grounded to short and Bill Chars
pleted the game, and pitched four went down swinging. Here the
hit ball. His opponent, Blades, w~o trouble began. Harbach laid down a
struck out 17, gave up seven hItS perfect bunt which Andy Carter
ir:cluding a. three-~un homer to Slipped down on trying to field,
BIll Burger III the eJghth.
Tony D'Apolito walked on ' five
Ursinus took a two run lead in pitches and Ray Stoneback popped
the third on Dick Allebach's triple, a single to left to drive in the only
Dick Glock's single, and Gene run. Carter knocked down Connie
Harris' pop single to right. The vis- Dettling's smash and threw him
itors went ahead 3-2 in the next out at first to end the inning.
inning. A single, walk, and error
From the way things are shaping
produced one r\1n, while a fly ball up, the Bears and Coach Sieber
and another error brought home Pancoast a.re looking forward to a
two more. A single, wild pitch, and very successful season. Coach Panan error gave the visitors another coast points to the fact that only
run in the sixth.
four players graduated, namely,
The Bears matched the run in Feist, Sere, Lampeter and Buchthe home half of the seventh. anan. Those returning and last
Burger walked, Allebach was safe year's batting averages are: John
on an enol', and Jack Popowich Anderson, l~ft-ha~der, 3b, .302;
singled off Fortunato's glove to Jack P?powlch, n~ht-hander, ss,
drive in the run. In the eighth, .250; BIll Burge~, l'l.ght-hander, 2b,
Jolm Anderson popped to first, Hal .255; Gene Har~IS, l'l~ht-hander, 1b,
Henning singled, and Jay Kern .298; Hal Henmng, rIght-handel', c,
walked. After pinch-hitter Frank 1 ·3~6; Jay Kerr:, left-hander, lf, .270;
Kulp struck out, Burger delivered DICk G:lock, r~ght-I:ander, cf, .297;
with his game-winning home-run. and DlCk FeISt, rIght-hander, rf,
. ht
.112. Herb Knull, p, and Ed Sella,
Bears Stopped by AI brig'
of, plus newcomers Andy Carter, p;
In a low scoring season's opener Dick Allebach, rf-p; Roland Hutchfor both teams, the Ursin us Bears inson, p; Paul Neborak, p; Charles
traveled to Albright college last Dreisbach, 3b; Larry zartman, 2b;
Wednesday and lost a heart-break- and catchers Bob Crigler, Al Stipa,
er, 1-0. Bill Chors of Albright and and Frank Kulp, round out the list
Andy Carter of Ursinus both went of players.
the route, each allowing four hits,
Ursinus has added Johns Hopand each retiring the last eleven kins and PMC to their schedule
men to face him.
while dropping Temple and Drew.
The Bears had many opportuni- Last season the Bears dropped five
ties to score but could not produce of six games on the road. The
the needed hit. In the fu·st inning schedule reads as follows: ,.
Jack Popowich led off with a April 8-Albright .................... away
ground single through short, Dick April 11-Johns Hopkins ........ home

I

~~or~t ~~~!~~e~a~~~~ ru~~rs ~~~~ !~~t~ it=~~~:~~;~t~~~ ..:::::::. ~~~~

a sacrifice. But John Anderson
sk ied to short left on a 1-2 count
and' Hal Henning grounded to
third on the first pitch to end the
inning. In the fourth frame Anderson Wa:3- safe on second baseman
Harbach's error following Hanis'
line single over third. Henning
popped out attempting to bunt, Jay

A '1 21
& M
pn
-F
........................ away
April 24-Phila. Pharmacy .. home
April 29-Swarthmore ............ away
April 30-Haverford ................ home
May 2-Moravian .................. home
May 6-Drexel ........................ away
May 9-Haverford ...... _............ away
May 11-Lehigh ........................ away
May 13-LaSalle ...................... home

~~~nDfc~s lfl~~~~;~ot:~c~~fi:~dt~~~ ~!; ~t=~~~i~.~~.~ ~

~ ~~~~

.. ..............:..........:. .
to complete the inning. And in the ~=========~==~
sixth, Harris walked on 3-2, and Anderson took a strike and lined
the next pitch past first for a
SUPERIOR TUBE CO
single. But Henning bunted, forcing Harris at third, while Kern was
•
called out on strikes, and Allebach
filed to left for the third out.
SLIPS - Nylon & Rayon
NIGHTIES - PAJAMAS

D,
';ana's
Fem o. Tot Shoppe
,"
347 Main Street
Collegeville, Pa.

COLLEGVILLE INN DINING ROOM
Former Kopper Kettle
management.
Phone: Coll. 4236

-::==================================:::::====:::::==::::::::::======:::::=::-:::-:=::::::::::=-========

OLI) MilL INN
STEAKS

CHOPS
SEAFOOD

Phone: Schwenksville 2811

PEACOCK GARDENS
Luncheons - Dinners - Cocktails
Late Snasks
"Banquets for all occasions"
Open every day
Route 202, Pa. Turnpike, Ph: 5-9902

CLAUDE'S TONSORIAL PARLOR
313 Main st.

(Barbershop quartets invited)
We'll cUp you and send you away
!-"\I,,,.,L&&6 as smooth as a Hollywood

KING OF PRUSSIA INN
Dinners from 6:00 to 9:00
Open every day but Sunday
Route 422 in Trooper
Phone: Norristown 5-9993

Campus
capers
call for
Coke

COLLEGEVILLE NATIONAL BANK
Control your cash with a
Special Checking Account.
Protect your valuables in
a Safe Deposit Box.

KENNETH B. NACE
Complete Automotive Service
5th Ave. & Main st.
CollegevUle. Pa.

Rehearsals stretch out,
for the big Glee Club
tour is ahead. Work and worry call
for a pause-so, relax ...

T. Moyer Sr., Bead Clipper
T. Ir., Asst. He,d Clipper
with (Jr witholU our eomon the prospeCts of the
~~Da~n.

bow

ex~

THE SUINYBROOK BALLROOM
Pottstown. Pa.
Featuring: SAT., APRIL 18
STAN KENTON
and his orchestra

refresh with ice-cold Cotte.
BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA·COLA COMPANY BY

THE PHILADELPmA COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO.
"Coke" is a registered trade·mork.

© 1953, THE COCA·COlA COMPANY
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Meistersingers (live Concert,
Plan Program for April 23
On Sunday, April 12, the Meistersingers traveled to Perkasie to give
a sacl'ed concert program. Some of
the selections they sang were:
"Psalm 61," "Joshua Fit de Battle
of Jericho," "Prayer of the Wanderers," and "Praise and Adoration." Bob McCarty conducted several of the numbers.
This week, two concerts will be
given, one in Philadelphia on Sunday morning, and another that
night in Easton. The sacred program will again be presented.
Tickets are now on sale for the
Meistersingers concert which will
be held on April 2~, in the Thompson-Gay gym. The concert will consist of selections designed to
please everyone. The purpose of it
is to raise money for a tour of New
J ersey schools and churches, on
May 3, 4 and 5. Admission prices
are 35 cents for students and 50
cents for adults. The tickets may
be obtained from any member of
the Meistersingers.

"High Class Stuff"

Model UN

(Contlnue~ trom page 1)

(Continued from page

Enjoy the cozy atmosphere of ...
1)

bartender and owner of the inn. and that they stayed in character
steve Rovno plays the Broadway "ery well.
.
producer, Sam Powell, who discov-I The students from. Ursmus ho
ers Johnnie and brings him fame. represented the SwedIs~ delegatlon
Dot Schultz is Sam's girl, Babe, were: Walter Kratz, DICk Howard,
and Ben Maliken is his body guard, Russell McConnell and Evelyn
Babyface Brody. Helen Lightfoot Scharf.
stars as Dot, waitress at the inn
and Johnnie 's
girlfriend who
Hi=Y '
sends him to the Broadway stage.
(Continued from page 1)
The rest of the plot revolves
t
t
h
th
t
~OO~
~h~~~
~~n~re
~
wnd~ed
os ~
e~mpu
New York, and Dot's affair with the the guests. After dinner round
shady characters Slkk and Dora, dancing and square dancing, called
played by Milo Zimmerman and by Bruce Hatt brought the rally to
Chloe Oliver.
I a close.

v:

LAKESIDE INN
LUNCHE()N & DINNER Served daily & Sunday
Catering to
Private Parties

Banquets

Social Functions

Phone: Linfield 3556
ROUTE 4.22 - LIMERICK

01============================
P ERS 0 N A L SUP P LIES
-BREAKFAST

-JEWELRY
-SCHOOL SUPPLIES

MEET and EAT

SUPPLY

AT THE

STORE

~L

COLLEGE DINER

II

First Avenue & Main Street, Collegeville

Never Closed

"Cross roads of the campus"

Iranian Delegate
(Continued

trom page

1)

showed that Iran was one of the
first nations to recognize the Russian intentions of imperialism and
to have the UN force Rusian troops
out of Iran. Dr. Fatemi made a
humorou analogy between the
U.S., Great Britain and R~ia. He
said that "the U,S. feeds the cow
and forgets to milk it, Britain doesn't feed the cow but milks it and
Russia simply eats the cow."
In summarizing his speech, Dr.
Fatemi said that Iran needs help
rather than exploitation and his
country should be given a chance
to develop without British interference . In relation to U.S. cooperation he said that technical cooperation rather than money was
what Iran needed most. The speaker emphatically stated that "the
Middle East will be on the side of
Uncle Sam in both foul and fair
weather. Following the speech
there was a question period with
Dr. E. H. Miller serving as moderator.

CALENDAR
Monday12:30, Debating club, rm. 2
6:30, Weekly staff, Bomb.
7:00, Bus. Ad ., Freeland
7:30, WAA Card party, Day study
9 :00, English club, Dr. McClure's
10 :30, Beta Sig, Freeland
9:30, Y Cabinet, Maples
Tuesday7:00, Chess club, S-103
7 :00, IRC, Lib.
7:30, Pre-Med, S-12
8 : 00, stars and Players, Super
t}.ouse
10:30, Zeta Chi, Freeland
Wednesday3-:00, TenniS, Haverford, home
3: 15, Baseball, E'town, home
6:45, YW-YMCA
8:00, German club, Music rm.
8: 00, Pre-Legal, Bomb.
8:00, Professor's Panel, Bomb.
ThursdayTennis, Pe~n, home
6: 30, Demas, I'm. 5
6: 30, Sororities
Music Night, T-G gym
FridayTennis, JV, Penn, home
. Ursinus Women's Club dinner
for Senior Women
Junior Class show, T-G gym
SaturdayRuby movie, S-12, Babe Ruth
story
2:00, tennis, Pa. State College of
Optometry, home
2:30, baseball, Delaware, home
Track, Haverford, home
Junior Class show
Sunday6:05, Vespers, Bomb.
Yarns

- Notions - Cards
COLLEGEVILLE

BEAUTY AND GIFT SHOP
478 Main st., Collegeville, Pa.
Phone 6061
Iona C. Schatz

A. W. Z I MMER MAN

Jeweler
339 Main
Jewelry

st., Collegeville ph. 5171

Gifts
China
Gla8sware
Sma.ll Electric Appliances

a

Dresses
Suits
Blouses

Skirts
Nylons

Sweaters

THE SARA· LEE SHOP
554 Main Street, Trappe

u On OUI Dragnet
k
f
k two pac s 0
shoWS. 1 s11\O e da ... 11\uch
ChesteIfields every Y
"
t· ld' best for me.
xnUder ChesteIlle lS - -

"J ust as I've told yo

Jwl<. UJtM-~

tAB1
YOU!
you are asked to try a cigarette
W you want
to know, and you ought to
HEN

~:---

same as regular
Chesterfield.

know, what that cigarette has meant to people
who smoke it all the time.
For a full year now, a medical specialist
has given a group of Chesterfield smokers
thorough examinations every two months.
He reports:
no adverse effects to their nose, throat
or sinuses from smoking Chesterfields.
More and more men and women all over
the country are finding out every day that
Chesterfield is best for them.

&YOr 'l..0U/t ~~.'
•

Much Milder Chesterfield
with its extraordinarily good taste.
Try

CopJrighII953,

~ &
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